Ahsfruct-In this paper, the problem of sensitivity reduction by feedback is formulated as an optimization problem and separated from the problem of stabilization. Stable feedback schemes obtainable from a given plant are parameterized. Salient properties of sensitivity reducing schemes are derived, and it is shown that plant uncertainty reduces the ability of feedback to reduce sensitivity.
I. INTRODUCTION
N THIS paper we shall be concerned with the effects I of feedback on uncertainty, where uncertainty occurs either in the form of an additive disturbance d at the output of a linear plant P (Fig. l) , or an additive perturbation in P representing "plant uncertainty." We shall approach this subject from the point of view of classical sensitivity theory, with the difference that feedbacks will not only reduce but actually optimize sensitivity in an appropriate sense.
The theory will be developed at two levels of generality. At the higher level. a framework will be sought in which the essence of the classical ideas can be captured. To this end. systems will be represented by mappings belonging to a normed algebra. The object here is to obtain general answers to such questions as: how does the usefulness of feedback depend on plant invertibility? are there measures December 17, 1980 of sensitivity or plant uncertainty that are natural for optimization? how does plant uncertainty affect the possibility of designing a feedback scheme to reduce plant uncertainty?
At a more practical level, the theory will be illustrated by simple examples involving single variable and multivariable frequency responses. The questions here are: can the classical "lead-lag" controllers be derived from an optimization problem? How do RHP (right half-plane) zeros restrict sensitivity? in multivariable systems without RHP zeros1 can sensitivity be made arbitrarily small, and if so how?
A . Motivation
A few observations might serve to motivate this reexamination of feedback theory.
One way of attenuating disturbances is to introduce a filter of the WHK (Wiener-Hopf-Kalman) type in the feedback path. Despite the unquestioned success of the WHK and state-space approaches, the classical methods, which rely on lead-lag "compensators" to reduce sensitivity. have continued to dominate many areas of design. On and off, there have been attempts to develop analogous methods for multivariable systems. However, the classical techniques have been difficult to pin down in a mathematical theory. partly because the purpose of compensation has not been clearly stated. One of our objectives is to formulate the compensation problem as the solution to a well defined optimization problem.
Another motivating factor is the gradual realization that classical theory is not just an old-fashioned way of doing WHK, but is concerned with a different category of mathematical problems. In a typical WHK problem, the quadratic norm of the response to a disturbance d is minimized by a projection method (see Sections 111'-A' and IV-C); in a deterministic version, the power spectrum 
(d(jo)( is a single, known
vector in, e.g., the space L,( -00, w ) ; in stochastic versions, d belongs to a single random process of known covariance properties. However, there are many practical problems in which Id( j w ) ( is unknown but belongs to a prescribed set, or d belongs to a class of random processes whose covariances are uncertain but belong to a prescribed set. For example, in audio design, d is often one of a set of narrow-band signals in the 20-20K Hz interval, as opposed to a single, wide-band signal in the same interval. Problems involving such more general disturbance sets are not tractable by WHK or projection techniques. In a feedback context, they are now usually handled by empirical methods resembling those of classical sensitivity. One objective here is to find a systematic approach to problems involving such sets of disturbances.
Another observation is that many problems of plant uncertainty can be stated easily in the classical theory, e.g., in terms of a tolerance-band on a frequency response as in 123, but are difficult to express in a linear-quadratic-statespace framework. One reason for t h s is that frequencyresponse descriptions and, more generally, input-output descriptions preserve the operations of system addition and multiplication, whereas state-space descriptions do not. Another reason is that the quadratic norm is hard to estimate for system products (see Sections 111'-A' and IV-Bl), whereas the induced norm (or "gain") that is implicit in the classical theory is easier to estimate. We would like to exploit these advantages in the study of plant uncertainty.
Finally. sensitivity theory is one of the few tools available for the study of organization structure: feedback versus open-loop, aggregated versus disaggregated, etc. For example, feedback reduces complexity of identification roughly for the same reason that it reduces sensitikity [ 121.
[ 131. However, it is hard to draw definitive conclusions about the effects of organization without some notion of optimality, and such a notion is missing in the old theory.
B. Weighted Seminorms and Approximate Inuerses
One way of defining the optimal sensitivity of a feedback system, and of addressing some of the issues mentioned in Section I-A, is in terms of an induced norm of the sensitivity operator. However, it will be shown in Section 111'-B' that the primary norm of an operator in a normed algebra is useless for this purpose. Perhaps that is why operator norm optimization has not been pursued extensively in the past.
Instead, we shall introduce an auxiliary "weighted" seminorm. which retains some of the multiplicative properties of the induced norm, but is amenable to optimization. Plant uncertainty will be described in terms of belonging to a sphere in the weighted seminorm.
Approximate invertibility of the plant is one of the features which distinguishes control from. say. communication problems. We shall define the concept of an approximate inverse under a weighted seminorm. and show that sensitivity reduction is possible if there is such an inverse.
C. Background
Many of the ideas in this paper are foreshadowed in the classical theory [I] . [2] of single-input single-output convolution systems. especially as presented by Horowitz [2] , who derived various limits on sensitivity imposed by the plant. and stressed the need to consider plant uncertainty in design. The author posed the feedback problem in a normed algebra of operators on a Banach space. and introduced [4] . [5] perturbation formulas of the type
( z -P ) -l -( z -P o ) -l = ( z -P ) -l ( P-Po)(z-Po)-'
(1.1) which were used to show that high-gain feedback reduces the sensitivity of linear amplifiers to large nonlinear perturbations [3]- [5] . Desoer studied a related problem in [6] , and recently [7] has obtained results for the case of P and Po both nonlinear (also see footnote 8 In [1]-[10] . the disturbance is either a fixed vector. or lies in some band of frequencies. and sensitivity is measured in terms of an output norm. as opposed to an induced operator norm. The approach of using weighted operator norms. and relating optimal sensitivity to weighted invertibility via a fractional transformation was used in [ 121. but has since been rea.orked and expanded.
D. Two Problems
We shall be concerned with the system of Fig. 1 . Here, P is a given plant with a single (possibly multivariable) input c accessible to control. and an output J' to which a disturbance d . not accessible to control. has been added. The plant input u is generated by a filter whose only inputs consist of observations on the plant output J. and a reference input u. Two types of problems will be considered.
Problem I -Disturbance Atrerzuation: This problem will be the subject of Sections V-VII. Suppose that u=O. The input-output behavior of the system between the nodes (2.3) can be modeled by the flowgraph of Fig. 2 . which consists of the plant P and a single additional operator F in the feedback path. The disturbance d is uncertain in the sense that it can be any one of a set of disturbances. Iniiiall? (through Section V I ) P is assumed to be known exactly. but later (Section V 1 1 ) to be uncertain. We lvould like to characterize the feedback operators F btAich attetluate the response j. to d in some appropriately optimal sense. and esanline rhe ejjects of rmcertainr!. about P on disturbance uttenuation.
ZAMES: FEEDBACK A N D OPTIMAL SENSITIVITY
Problem 2-Plant C'ncertainty Attenuation: (Problem 2 is the subject of Section VIII.) Suppose that d=O, and the plant P is uncertain to the extent that it can be any one of a "ball" of possible plants centered around some nominal value P,. If the filter is linear, the behavior of the system between nodes (1,2,3) can be modeled by the flowgraph of Fig. 4 . The filter can be characterized by a pair of operators ( U . F ) . We would like to find operators (U. F ) which shrink the ball of uncertaint~~ but leaoe the nominal plant invariant; to find bounds on the optimal shrinkage and to look at its dependence on plant uncertainty.
E. Outline of the Paper
See Synopsis following Appendixes.
SPACES AND ALGEBRAS OF SYSTEMS
The purpose of this section is to specify the meaning which will be attached to the terms "frequency-response'' and "linear system." and to summarize their properties for later use.
A feature of the input-output approach is that systems can be added. multiplied by other systems or by scalars, and the sums or products obtained are still systems. i.e., they form an algebra. Frequently, it will be assumed that the largest amplification produced by a system can be measured by a norm, typically the maximum frequency response amplitude over some region of analyticity: under this assumption the algebra of systems becomes a normed algebra. Normed algebras provide the natural setting for the study of system interconnections such as feedback. Their elementary properties will be used freely here, and may be found in such texts as Naimark [19] . Occasionally, it will be assumed that a normed algebra is a Banach algebra, i.e., has the property that every convergent sequence of elements of the algebra has a limit in the algebra.
It will be assumed that all linear spaces and algebras are over the real field.
A. Algebras of Frequency Response Systems
The frequency response of a stable, causal, linear timeinvariant system is a function analytic in the right-half of the complex plane. An accepted setting for such functions involves the H P Hardy spaces [15] , which we shall employ with some modifications to accommodate unstable systems. In sections devoted entirely to stable systems. we shall concentrate on operators of the form P: H q + H 4 without distinguishing them as restrictions of operators on Hz.
B. More General Algebras of SJxrems
We would like to take an axiomatic approach to the problem of sensitivity reduction by feedback. i.e.. to single out the relevant properties of linear systems and postulate them as axioms. For example. the related properties of causality. realizability. and strong or strict causality have definitions [see, e.g.. [ 141 and [ 111) reflecting the fact that the response to a sudden input to a physical system can not anticipate the input. and cannot occur instantaneously. These properties of physical systems preclude the pathological phenomena associated with instantaneous response around a feedback loop. and ensure that the feedback operator ( I t P ) -' is well defined. However. these details are not relevant here. The only items of interest are that causal systems form an algebra of mappings. and that strictly causal systems form a subalgebra whose salient feature is the existence of the inverse ( I t P ) -' for all of its members. i t . . a '-radical." Accordingly ~v e postulate the following.
?x is a linear space whose elements will be called irlputs or outputs. A is a linear algebra of linear mappings P: <x-+:X with identity I. whose elements will be called causal operarors. A is a radical of A, Le..' a proper nontrivial inverse ( I + P ) -' exists in A. and for any F in A the products PF and FP are in A ,. IIPII<l, then l l ( I + P )~' l l~( l -l l P l l )~' .
FEEDBACK DECOMPOSITION: STABILIZING AND STABILIZED STAGES
We proceed to derive a decomposition principle to be employed in disturbance attenuation. Suppose that there is no plant uncertainty, and that the plant and feedback are constrained not to be simultaneously unstable. Under these hypotheses, any closed-loop stable feedback design can be decomposed into two stages: a first stage involving plant stabilization (which can be omitted for stable plants); and a second stage. involving a model reference scheme in which only stable elements are used, and which is automatically closed-loop stable. The choice of a stabilizing stage is independent of. and does not prejudice the choice of the second stage. Having established this fact, we shall be free to concentrate on the second stage of the disturbance attenuation problem under the condition that the plant is stable (or has been stabilized). without loss of generality.
Consider the system of Fig. 2 
denote the "closed-loop" operator map-
The flowgraphs in this paper are simple. and will be approached informally in order to avoid lengthy definitions. Expressions for some of the subsidiary c.1. (closedloop) operators. which can be found by inspection, will be listed without derivation as needed.
For a system to be physically realizable on an infinite time interval, it is usual to postulate [I41 that all c. We shall be interested in situations in which P is at or near some nominal value PI ~ and the feedback F appears as an operator variable in an optimization problem whose object is to minimize response to d. Unstable operator variables are difficult to handle. and so our first step will be to show that F has an equivalent realization in terms of a stable operator.
A. . The Model Reference Transformation
The flowgraph of Fig. 3 
hold. If either equation in (3.4) is valid, then so is the other, and
To derive (3.5), suppose (3.4a) is valid. Therefore,
f -P , Q = l -P , F ( I + P , F ) -' = ( f + P , F ) ( I + P , F ) -I -P , F ( I + P , F ) -'

= ( f + P I F ) -'
and (3.5) is true; here the expression f = ( I + P , F ) ( I + P , F ) -' and the distributive law for multiplication on the right was used. Equations (3.4a) and (3.5) can now be used to give the identities equivalent to a closed-loop stable feedback scheme subject to (3.4). b) If (3.4) holds, and d and y satisfy either the feedback or model reference equations they satisfy the equation
Proof: a) For any feedback scheme (3.1). if ( d , c . y ) € ' X 3 satisfies (3.1) and F is given by (3.4b). then ( d . e . y ) satisfies (3.3), and conversely. Therefore, (3.1) is equivalent to (3.3). If the feedback scheme is c.1. stable, then Q must be stable as it equals -K3,. If, in addition. P is assumed stable, then all branches in (3.3) are stable. as claimed.
Conversely. by a similar argument, any model reference scheme (3.1) is equivalent to a feedback scheme (3.3). Suppose that the branches of (3.3), namely. P I . Q1 and P E P , are all stable. Then, all the c.1. operators of (3.3), namely. { K I J } , .
j=2.3.4. j, must be stable because they can be expressed in terms of sums and products of the stable operators P, P I . Q. and I. The last assertion follows from the expressions for the diagonal c.1. operators K,, of (3.3 .3), and (3.4) holds, then (3.6) is obtained by substitution of (3.5) into (3.2a).
Q.E.D. The operator ( I -P I Q ) appearing in (3.6) will reappear as a factor in most expressions for sensitivity. It will be called the sensiticity operator and denoted by E . For equivalent schemes E = ( I + P , F ) -' .
Remarks 3.1 : a) The model-reference scheme has some remarkable features. Unlike most feedback arrangements, it is a realization which cannot be made unstable by any choice of Q , at least for stable plants in the absence of plant uncertainty. Under these assumption^,^ any allowable feedback law can be realized in the form of an equivalent model reference scheme, with the guarantee that all branches will be stable, and the closed-loop system automatically stable.
The design of Q, whether for small sensitivity or other purposes, can be accomplished without concern for closed-loop stabiliy.
In engineering applications, model reference schemes are realizable in principle. but may have undesirable features. For example. they may have high sensitivity to errors in the realization of Q. Unstable inner loops, obtained whenever ( I -P,Q)-' is unstable. may present reliability problems. Even then, the fractional transformation remains advantageous from the viewpoint of theory. as potentially unstable feedbacks F are replaced by stable operators Q. In later sections on plant uncertainty, the flowgraph interpretation of the model reference scheme will provide a convenient operator Q is obL4ously still possible. However. some of our other 31f P is unstable, the parameterization of c.1. stable schemes by a single conclusions. concerning existence of a feedback realization with stable elements, structural stability, or decomposition properties, may no longer be valid.
guide to perturbation analysis. It will also appear that model-reference schemes have a useful plant-invariance property.
b) Implicit in our notion of an allowable feedback is the view that each feedback realization involves a graph, and that although most of the internal details of the realization may be unimportant. closed-loop stability at all internal nodes is essential. c) Theorem 1 holds even if F and Q are in A but not strictly causal. However, strict causahty is a prerequisite for physical realizability, and will therefore have to be assumed in subsequent theorems.
Unstable PIants
The assumption in Theorem 1 that the plant P is stable will now be relaxed. Consider a plant Po EA, with disturbance d at the output. which is unstable but for which there exists a stabilizing feedback. i.e., an operator Fo E A , which gives a c.1. stable feedback scheme on being fed back around Po. The stabilized system can be incorporated in a model reference scheme, by letting P be the stabilized c. However, if the feedback is split into two branches, the c.1. response across either one of these branches is (s+ l)/s(s +2). i.e., the system is not c. by ii) a model reference scheme with stable operators Q and terms of a sphere of specified radius in a having such
It follows that under our hypo these^,^ and in particular under the assumption that plant and feedback are not simultaneously unstable, the problem of sensitivity reduction can be decomposed into two independent problems: stabilization followed by desensitization of a stable system. Henceforth, we shall confine ourselves to the second problem.
111'. APPROACHES TO FEEDBACK-SENSITIVITY MINIMIZATION
A'. Quadratic versus Induced Norms
The main properties of feedback cannot be deduced without some notion of uncertainty. Suppose that the disturbance d is uncertain but belongs to some subset Q of possible disturbances in X. From (3.6) it is clear that for disturbances to be attenuated, ( I -P , Q ) must be small on '3: i.e.. Q must act as an approximate inverse of PI on 9.
The various approaches to the disturbance attenuation problem are differentiated by the way in which uncertainty is described. and this approximate inversion is metricized and calculated.
A typical WHK approach in a deterministic version could be viewed as follo<vs: 3 consists of the set of disturbances d in L,(O. cx)) possessing a single, fixed, known power spectrum I J(ju)I in L2( -x , a), and the object of design is to find a filter Q that minimizes the quadratic distance II d-P,Qd II !-:. where in general Q depends on Id( jo)(. In the stochastic analog of this problem 9 is a random process characterized by probability-covariance functions and metricized by a quadratic norm. This description of uncertainty has certain limitations that we would like to circumvent. namely, the following.
1) The covariance properties of the random process must be known.
In practice. they are often unknown elements of prescribed sets. This is merely a limitation on the class of random processes for which WHK is valid. More serious from the point of view of feedback theory is the following observation.
2) The quadratic norm on plants employed in the WHK method lacks the multipiicative property 1) Consequently. if plant-uncertainty is metricized by the quadratic norm, its propagation through products and a multiplicative property, it is possible to obtain a general approach to problems involving disturbances/random processes which are unknown but belong to prescribed sets, as we shall see in Section IV.
Minimization of an induced norm in effect amounts to a minimax solution. Minimax methods do not necessarily represent uncertainty with greater fidelity than quadratic methods. However, the concern here is less with fidelity than with the ability to handle product systems.
B'. Constraints on the Norm of a Sensitivity Operator
It is natural then to try to pose sensitivity reduction problems in terms of the minimization of norm of the sensitivity operator, and to employ a norm having multiplicative properties. The primary norm of a Banach algebra has such properties, but the following propositions show it to be useless for this purpose. Proposition 3.3: If P and Q are in a Banach algebra B and III-PQII< 1 , then PQ has an inverse in B.
Proof: Denote ( I -P Q ) by E. As I1 E II < 1, the power series I -E + E 2 ---. converges to an operator which inverts (Z-E).
Q.E.D. Proposition 3.3 has occasionally been interpreted as showing that invertibility is necessary for sensitivity reduction. This interpretation is empty. In fact, since strongly causal operators never have inverses in B [see Proposition 2.lb)], we have the following. It is impossible to make the sensitivity operator less than 1 in the original B norm. In If," this simply means that the frequency response of PQ approaches 0 at infinite frequencies and ( I -PQ) approaches 1.
An obvious idea at this point is to make (I-P,Q) small in norm over some finite frequency band, i.e., over an invariant subspace. The next proposition shows that norms over invariant subspaces usually are not useful measures of sensitivity for optimization purposes. Let 93, be a subspace of 93, II a projection operator onto a1, and suppose that 93, is invariant4 under B, Le., RII=IlRII for each R in B.
Let (Y denote the norm of ( I -P , Q ) restricted to the subspace a1 and optimized over all Q, in which solutions that approach a=O may be useful. More typically, this result is achieved at the expense of increasing the sensitivity without bound on complements of uxl: in such cases, the norm of a restriction of ( I -P , Q ) is not a candidate for minimization.
Corollary 3.4 and Proposition 3.5 delineate some of the peculiarities of the sensitivity optimization problem. In one form or another these peculiarities were recognized in the classical theory, and are probably the reason why it stopped short of optimization. We shall try to circumvent them by introducing an auxiliary (semi) norm to which they do not apply.
Iv. MULTIPLICATIVE SEMINORMS AND APPROXIMATE INVERSES
Uncertainty in a disturbance (or plant) in a linear space can be specified in terms of belonging to a ball of disturbances (or plants) centered at some nominal value, and of radius specified in some norm. Such a description of uncertainty may be cruder than a probabilistic description. but is usually more tractable in feedback problems.
One of the axioms of a norm asserts that only the zero element has zero norm. This axiom is often not needed, and with its elimination a norm is replaced by the slightly more general concept of a seminorm.
A ball in any seminorm can be shown to be a convex set.4 Conversely, any convex set' in a linear space generates a seminorm (see Rudin [22, p. 241) known as the Minkowslu functional of that set. In linear spaces convex sets4 of uncertainty can therefore always be described in terms of seminorms. We shall employ seminorms to obtain a systematic approach to such sets of uncertainty (cf. the objectives outlined in Section I-A).
In the next section, we shall define classes of left and right seminorms. To motivate the definitions, let us find seminorm descriptions for two disturbance sets which can be generated by the interaction of filters and certain "flat" disturbance sets.
Henceforth, W will denote a stable causal operator of unit norm, which will play the role of a weighting filter. There are many engineering problems in which the apriori information about disturbances is in the form of an upper bound to the magnitudes of their possible frequency responses. The seminorm description 2 ) is natural for such problems. and 1) occurs in inverse problems.
The seminorm II II employs an up-weighting, and (I. II E employs a down-weighting. These two examples generalize into the notion of left and right seminorms, defined as follows.
A. Seminorms for Inputs and Outputs6
Let 9 be a (I. In control problems, weightings are often introduced by filters, which act on disturbances either before entering a plant or after leaving it. For example. let W, and W, be linear mappings in 3 X 3, each of unit %-induced norm. A 'Satisfyhg the follov,ing additional assumptions: 1) if x is in the linear 6Conoenriorz: Whenever x belongs to a space on whch several n o m are space, then ax is in the set for some real a; 2) if J' is in the set then so is defined. the unsubscripted norm II x I 1 denotes the principal norm.
2 (1 Wd 11.
-b'. Weighted norms will be designated by subscripts. Although weightings produced by filters will be emphasized in this paper, they can be produced by other means. For example, a weighted seminorm on Wg is given by the supremum over a shifted half-plane, 
2) Multiplicative Seminorms-General Case:
In multivariable systems the plant perturbation A P always appears on the right of the product ( I -P Q ) A P , and often does not commute with (I-PQ). In such cases a more general class of multiplicative seminorms will be used. If A P is strictly causal, then the product (I-PQ)AP lies in a proper subspace of B (which is a left ideal, although we have no immediate use for this fact). With such products in mind. we make the following definition. 
C. Approximate Inverses and SinguIarity Measures
Many problems of feedback theory, both classical and modem, can be reduced to the construction of an approximate inverse. Let I 1 e II be a fixed, weighted seminorm on the space B.
Definition: For any operator P in B, an approximate right inverse ( i n Bs) of P is any operator Q in 5, for which' II I -PQII , < II I II w ; the right singularity measure (in Bs) of P (under (I -I[), denoted by p( P), is
In general, p( P ) is a number in the interval 0 < p( P ) G 1.
The last inequality follows from the observation that Q=O gives I 1 I -PQ I 1 = II I I 1 , . Section V-A and Corollary 6.1 it will be established that in fact p ( P I ) = I B ( p ) l .
In these examples we have emphasized approximate inverses under a multiplicative seminorm. In passing, it may be worth mentioning that WHK problems can be viewed as approximate inversion problems in which the weighted seminorm of ( I -P Q ) is obtained by weighting by a fixed vector dEL '(0, m) 
v. SENSITIVITY TO DISTURBANCES AND APPROXIMATE INVERTIBILITY
We shall show that approximate invertibility of the plant is a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of a feedback to attenuate disturbances, and the optimal sensitivity depends on the measure of singularity of the plant.
Consider the feedback scheme, (3.1), and suppose the plant P in Ei equals the nominal P I . Let II . II be a fixed right seminorm defined on some subspace Gr of (inputs), Proof: By Theorem 1, any closed-loop stable feedback scheme (3.1) with F in A , is equivalent to a model reference scheme (3.3) with Q in B,. Let (3.3) be equivalent to (3.1). q 1 can be expressed by q 1 = I 1 I-P,QII w. Therefore. a) q 1 <qo iff Q is an approximate right inverse of PI. Also, b) by definition of p(PI). there is a Q in B, for which IIZ-PIQIIw<p(Pl)+~. but none for which III-P,QII, <p( PI). The conclusion concerning F follows from the equivalence of (3.1) and (3.3).
Q 
A . An Example of Sensitivity Optimization
P( PI )-
We would like to show that feedback optimization is feasible under a seminorm that has the multiplicative properties (4.1): unlike the quadratic norm of WHK methods. If weighting is obtained from a filter, the optimal feedback in W" resembles a classical lead-lag network. We shall try to demonstrate these points by an example. A more comprehensive theory of H" optimization would take too long to present here.
Let P I in HI? be any plant with a single Re( s)> 0 zero at s = p1 subject to the high frequency restriction I wj? j w ) l -I <const. for \ w 1 > 1. Let (1. (I be the weighted seminorm, I 1 P (1 I 1 W P 11, where 6 in H," satisfies the condition Iw'$(jw)l -I Sconst. for some integer e. An optimal sequence of comparators Q, in HI? is sought. We now combine gh with enough high frequency attenuation to obtain an H" sequence:
It will be shown that a sequence with frequency responses
~,(s)=c,P~l(s)[l -~(~) s -' ( s ) ] ( s + m ) -' ( s + n , ) -~,
~,,(s)=p,'(s)[l-u;(/3)$-'(s)]mf(s+m)-'
m=1,2,. . e .
(It will become apparent that the attenuation mt(s+m)-' will be at a high enough frequency to have arbitrarily little effect on weighted sensitivity.) The factor P,(s) can be inverted by the sequence in HF, 
4,,(s)=~,-1(s)n2(s+n)-
I-P,Qm has the frequency response C(Jo)
=fi( p ) K ' ( s); P is small at highly weighted frequencies and vice versa. If C(jo) is compared to the value that would be obtained by letting ij(s)= 1, it appears that 4, (s) has the effect of trading undesirable low-frequency phase lags arg ~( J w ) , for undesirably large magnitudes 1 B( j w ) 4 ( j o ) I at high frequencies, where they matter less, at least if the specified weighting is correct. This, too, is a typical strategy of classical design.
The growth of I C( j o ) ] as w + co depends on the decay of 1 G( j o ) J ;
if the former is too high, the choice of the latter was inappropriate, if II G( jo)l is bounded from below, then I C ( j w ) l is bounded from above. The dependence of the optimal filter on the weighting W is not surprising, as W describes the convex set of disturbances to be attenuated.
Filters optimal in this sense are known to be very sensitive to plant uncertainty, and are practical only where accurate plant models are available. We have preferred to separate feedback synthesis into two consecutive stages: 1) stabilization and 2) desensitization of (input-output) stable systems. From the point of view of input-output sensitivity theory, the separation is in a certain sense unavoidable, as the perturbations allowed for robust stabilization are radically different from those for desensitization. This point is elaborated in Appendix 11,
B. Unstable Plants
C. Optinzal Sequences: Symmetric Case
Usually, optimal filters for sensitivity reduction are not strictly proper and can not be attained, although they can be approached by sequences of filters of increasing bandwidth. The behavior of such sequences is conveniently described in terms of the concept of an "identity sequence," or "approximate identity" drawn from Banach algebras. Here we shall summarize those properties of identity sequences which are employed in our filter construction.
Let I( -II be a fixed, symmetric" weighted seminorm on the algebra B. A weighted identity sequence (widseq) is any sequence I,, m= 1,2, . in [E% with the property that I 1 I, II = 1 and, for any A in B, II A -1,A II and I1 A -AI, II approach 0 as n + m. For any P in A, a sequence Q,, n = 1,2,. . , is a right weighted inverting sequence (winvseq) iff PQ, is a widseq.
Whenever llZ-PQ,~llLv-+O as n + m , Q, must be a right winvseq for P ; for then, the inequalities
l l~-A P Q , l l l w~l l~l l~l l~-~Q n l l w , Theorem 3 is an application of Lemma 5.1. Q, will be constructed out of separate optimal sequences for P, and P,,, both under the symmetric 11. II norm. First. however. a lemma will be proved. quence,I2 i.e., for any r>O, llI-J,'ll w 4 0 as n-00.
Second, we have 6>0 being any number. Let E>O be given. As $ is in HF> there is a S>O for which the first term in (6.2) is less than c/2; for fixed 6 there is an integer n for which the second term is less than ~/ 2 ; i.e., limn+m I 1 I-J,' )I =O. Q.E.D. 
Proof of Theorem
C. Sensitivity Reduction in Near& Invertible Multivariable Systems
Consider the feedback scheme of equations (3.1) 
D. Lower Bounds to Sensitivity
It might be expected that the singularity measure of an location of its RHP zeros. and that the optimal sensitivity would be similarly limited. The following theorem shows this to be true.
Let II . I 1 be any weighted seminorm on Hz" of the form (1 PI1 = I/ (1, 1 ; ) being (a scalar function) in H F . For any plant P in WmM, let the RHP zeros of P be the points si in Re(s)ZO i=1,2:. .. at which det[$(si)]=O. 
The last assertion is established by the inequalities t*G(s)E(s)& since P(s,)Q(si)=o, f ( s i ) =~* &~( s ; ) = + ( s , ) .
1 3~o r simplicity we have considered inputs in H' here, but the concluI4Recall that sensitivity of a feedback scheme equals I 1 Z-P,Qlr i , , . The theorem follows.
Q.E.D. Remark: Theorem 4 implies that no feedback can produce small sensitivity if a plant zero is present in any heavily weighted part of the right half-plane. For "low-pass" weighting such as k ( s + k ) -' , k>O. this means that if sensitivity is to be reduced, the only RHP zeros possibly allowed are those at very high complex frequencies. I $, I >> k .
VII. EFFECTS OF PLANT UNCERTAINTY ON DISTURBANCE ATTENUATION
Two opposing tendencies can be found in most feedback systems. On the one hand. to the extent that feedback reduces sensitivity it reduces the need for plant identification. On the other hand, the less information is available about the plant. the less possible it is to select a feedback to reduce sensitivity. The balance between these tendencies establishes a maximum to the amount of tolerable plant uncertainty and, equivalently, a minimum to the amount of identification needed.
It can be argued that the search for such a minimum should be basic to the theory of adaptive systems. Actually. even the existence of such a minimum appears not to have been stated, perhaps because plant uncertainty is so difficult to study in the WHK framework in the absence of the multiplicative properties (4.l), and because there is no notion of optimality in the classical setup.
Here. we would like to take a step in the direction of articulating these issues, by defining the tradeoff between minimal sensitivity and plant uncertainty and deducing its simpler properties. Sensitivity to disturbances will be considered in this section, and to plant uncertainty in the next.
Let B, be a subspace of the causal operators B,. Consider the feedback (3.1) and model reference (3.3) schemes.
Suppose that some nominal plant PI in B, is specified and 
= [ ( I -P I Q + P Q ) ( I -P , Q ) -l ] -' = ( I -P , Q ) [ I + ( P -P , ) Q ] -' .
(7.1)
We shall be interested in the way in which closed-loop operators such as K,, behave as functions of the open-loop operators P, PI, Q, and F. In particular, let us define two functions mapping open-loop into closed-loop operators.
Let E: At -+A, E ( P , P I , Q ) = K 3 , be the function relating K,, to the model reference variables, and Ef: At --+A, Ef(P. F ) = K , , the function for the feedback variables. Any pair ( d , y ) in ! X 2 satisfying (3.1) or (3.3) also satisfies the equations J=E,(P.
The c.1. (closed-loop) operators K,,. i. j-2.3. of the feedback scheme (3.1) were introduced in Section 111. and are well defined for the model reference scheme (3.3) under the assumed equivalence. The model reference scheme shown in Fig. 3 has two estra nodes labeled 4 and 5. We shall avoid the lengthly but straightforward calculation of the remaining c. 
A. Stabilizing Feedbacks
It is well known that any stable plant which is stabilized by feedback is surrounded by a ball of "admissible" perturbations which preserve closed-loop stability. Here. the radius of such a ball will be calculated. and sensitivity will be defined with respect to plant uncertainty within the ball.
Suppose a right seminorm II . II , to be defined on B,, and recall that II II 2 11 11. The true plant P will be supposed to lie in a ball of uncertain& of radius 6 2 0 in B, around rhe nominaf P I . b ( P l . 8 ) h { P i n B,:llP-P1~~,<8}. Since llP-P,ll~llP-Plll,, b ( P l , 6 ) is a subset of the ball of radius 6 in 5.
An operator K in A whch depends on P E B , will be called bounded over a ball b( PI. 6 ) iff K is in and there is a constant c 2 0 with the property that II K I! < c for all P in b( PI, 6). A feedback or model reference scheme will be c.1.
(closed-loop) bounded on b( PI. 6) iff all its c.1. operators are bounded on b( PI, 6).
Proposition 7.1: The following statements are equivalent on any ball b( PI, 6). i) The feedback scheme is closed-loop bounded; ii) Q is in B and K , = [ Z c ( P -P , ) Q ] -' is bounded; iii) the model reference scheme is closed-loop bounded.
Proof: We shall prove the sequence of implications, i)-ii)*iii)* i). If i) is true. then K , is bounded by definition. Also. K,, is bounded by definition. and therefore in B for all P in b (P,.6 ). But PI is in b( P l . 6 ) , and K,, = -Q when P = PI; therefore. Q is in B, and ii) is true.
If ii) is true then K j , is also bounded. as the equations K,, = [ I + Q ( P -P , ) ] -' = I -Q K , ( P -P I )
imply that 11 K 5 5 1 1~l +IIQII.Il K,11-6, for any P in b ( P l , 6 ) . Therefore, and by the assumed property of the K i j , each c. 1) and (3.3), respectively. are c.1. bounded on b(P,,6) . The set of all Q in 5, stabilizing for b ( P , , 6 ) will be denoted by Bs( PI, 6). For any PI and Q in 5,, the set of real points 6 for which Q is stabilizing for b(P,, 6) will be denoted by A( P I , Q), and abbreviated to A when dependence on (PI, Q) is not of interest.
The next lemma shows that any stable Q gives a c.1. bounded scheme (3.1). and is therefore stabilizing, for 6 small enough. Let P I and Q be in 5,.
Proposition 7.2: If 6 satisfies O<iS<11QIl -I , then 6 is in h and for any P in b( PI, 6 ) the inequality I I { z + ( P -P~) Q } -~I I < ( I -~I I Q I I ) -'
with the proviso that the sup is replaced by co if Q is not stabilizing . For any fixed nominal plantI6 PI in B, , q( P,, S) is a positive-real valued function of 6 > 0.
Theorem 5: For any nominal plant PI in B, , the minimal sensitivity to plant uncertainty r](P,, 6) is a monotone nondecreasing function of 6 for 6 2 0 ; q( P I , 6 ) approaches the singularity measure p( PI) as 6 4 0; and q( PI, 6 ) = I 1 I I 1 for 6= II P, II r.
Lemma 7 Proof: Under the hypothesis, II(P-P,)Qll t l . Therefore, the small gain property ensures that
is in B, and (7. ;II(I-P,Q)(P,-P)Q[Z+(P--P,)Q]-'.
(7.7)
For 6 in [O. 11 Q II -'I, the upper bound in (7.4) is obtained from (7.7) by (7.3) and the multiplicative property of norms. The lower bound is valid as P I is in b ( P 1 6 ) , and E( PI, P I . Q ) = I -P I Q . If )l.IJw is symmetric. the multiplicative property of symmetric seminorms applied to (7.1) gives if Q is (stabilizing) in 5,( PI. a), and q( PI$ Q; S ) = otherwise. For any stabilizing Q , I I~(~,~~, Q ) l l~~I I Z -P , Q I I , l l {~+ ( P -P l ) Q } -' I I " I I 1 I-P,QII >p( PI), it can be concluded that for any Q in q( P I , Q,6) is the smallest assured sensitivity for P in the As q( PI, 6 ) = infQEaq( PI, Q; 6) by definition, q( PI, 6 ) is ball. We are interested in finding Q to minimize this the inf of a set of functions with values in [p(Pl, sensitivity. Accordingly. we define the minimal semiticity to Therefore. q(Pl. is and 6 ) a p ( P l ). Since is in plant uncertainty to be (7.2).
also' that ' (' 9 'I* Q ) = E / ( P * F ) . ) B,, B, . q ( P , , O : S ) is in the set, and q (P, .6)<q(PI, O:6) = II I I 1 , , , , where the last identity is true by (7.1). Let us show that l i m 8 + o~( P l , 6 ) = p ( P , ) . By definition of p ( P , ) . for any <>O there is a Q in B, satisfying I 1 I-P,Qll <p( P,)fc/2; as the RHS of (7.4) approaches (I I-P,QII as 6+0, there is a 6>0 for which q ( P . Q ; 6 ) d p ( PI)+€. Since E was arbitrary, and it has been shown that q( P I . S)>p( PI), the conclusion follows.
Finally, let us show that q ( p , , 11 p , 11 ,)= 11 I 11 , , , . where "the less we know about P . the less able we are to 4. This flowgraph is completely specified by the two addiconstruct a feedback to attenuate disturbances." tional operators U and F1 which may be unstable even though the original arrangement is closed-loop stable. Note Remark: Theorem 5 implies that whenever feedback reAny feedback arrangement of the type shown in Fig-1 We now turn to the second problem outlined in the introduction, Section I-D. The plant P lies in a ball of ~ncertainty'~ around some nominal value PI, and one object of using feedback is to shrink the size of the uncertainty. Of course, uncertainty can be reduced to zero by disconnecting the input ( u in Fig. 4 ) from the system, but then P I is also transformed into zero. Clearly, the problem is trivial unless there is a normalization or constraint on the control law that transforms P I into a closed-loop system.
We would prefer as far as possible to separate the reduction of uncertainty from the transformation of P I . and therefore seek a definition of uncertainty which is independent of the eventual closed-loop system.
If P I were a real number, uncertainty could be normalized by specifying it as a percentage of the nominal value. This possibility is not open for noninvertible plants. Instead. we shall achieve a normalized definition of un- certainty and 2) transformation ofthe nominal plant into a nominal closed-loop system (cf. the separation into estimation and control stages in Kalman filtering).
A possible disadvantage to this approach is that the two stages may be dependent. and yield a suboptimal sensitivity. We shall try to get the best of both worlds. and simultaneously formulate normalized and unnormalized in tvhich P , PI EB,. R E A . and u. c. Y E ? . For any ~€ 3 .
(8.3) have unique solutions for t' and J in !X. as P. P I . and Q are strictly causal. (Equations (8.3) can be viewed as an enlargement of (3.3) by the term Ru, and subject to the constraint that d=O.)
The schemes (8.1) and (8.3) will be called equicalent iff "In order to be physically realized, ci would have to be approximated uncertain in some applications; in others, they may simply represent simplifies the presentation. As C is followed by a strictly causal element.
'7Departures of the true plant from the nominal can be interpreted as by a strictly causal operator. We prefer not to assume that U€A, as this known perturbations to be attenuated. and has no feedback around it. there is no loss of generality.
every triple ( u1 v , y ) in 9 C 3 satisfying (8.1) satisfies (8.3) and vice versa. Equivalence will be established subject to the equations
) is a repetition of (3.4). If either of (8.5) holds then, clearly, both are true.
For equivalent schemes, let E ( P , P,, Q ) be defined as in Section VII; Let K be the function K: A~x A +A, K( P. P I , Q, R)=K,,. which maps operators appearing in (8.3) into the c.1. (closed-loop) operator K13. Whenever all operators except P are regarded as fixed, K( P , P I , Q, R ) will be denoted by W( P ) . W( P ) can be expressed in terms of the model-reference scheme operators, by the formula
which is obtained from the following sequence of equations. For any ( u , c , y ) in !X3 satisfying (8.3), we have
U = R L~-Q( P -P , ) C y = P v = P I Z + Q ( P -P , ) ] -l R~ (8.6b)
in which the inverse exists in A as Q ( P -P I ) is strictly causal. Since K , , maps u intoy, K , , must coincide with the last operator of (8.6b), and (8.6a) is true. The set of c.1. operators of the model reference scheme (8.3) is defined as in the preceding Section VII, except that K is augmented by the operator R .
For any P I in A,, K will be called (nominal) plant invariant iff K ( P , ) = P , ; and, for any R , in A, plant invariant ( X R , ) iff K(P,)=P, R, . From (8.4) it is clear that K has these properties whenever R = I or R = R , , respectively.
An operator 0, E B is a right zero'' of PI iff P,O, =O. b) If P assumes the (nominal) value PI EA,, then K( P I ) = P I R , and if the feedback scheme is closed-loop stable, then Q and R of the model reference scheme are stable (although F and U may be unstable).
c) The differences K ( P ) -K ( P , ) and P-PI are related by the formulas (8.7a)
The term "zero" is appropriate for a normed algebra.
''More simply, 0, is an operator whose range is in the nullspace of P,. 
Q.E.D. Remark: Plant invariant schemes allow us to divide any control-law synthesis into two stages: 1) filtering of plant uncertainty P -P I and 2) design of a control law for a nominal plant P I , with the assurance at least that the filtering stage will improve the design. In general, there is no "separation principle" to guarantee optimality of the division.
Either stage may come first. Therefore, in our theorems, P can be interpreted either as a plant without controller, for which a controller will be designed eventually; or, as a plant with controller attached, which requires additional filtering only to the extent that P differs from PI.
B. Stabilizing Feedbacks
In the rest of Section VI11 it will be assumed that: P and PI belong to a subspace B, of the strongly causal operators B, , on which a right seminorm (I * II , is defined; P lies in a ball b( P I , S), defined as in Section VII-A, of what can be interpreted either as uncertainty or perturbations; and the equivalence conditions (8.4), (8.5) hold, so that the feedback and model reference schemes (8.1), (8.3) are equivalent.
Q in A , and R in A are sought which give low sensitivity and maintain c.1. boundedness. In view of Theorem 7b), the assumption that Q is in B, and R in B, i.e., that both are stable, can be made without loss of generality. For any h ( P I , 6) . the definitions of a bounded operator. c.1. bounded scheme. and stabilizing Q were given in Section VII-A. The set Bs( P I . 6 ) of Q in B, stabilizing for b( P I . 6 ) was introduced. ( P , , 6 ) and llE(Po. PI. 6 ) ( P -Pl)11c6p1 = IIE( PI. P,,Q)II w 2 p ( P l ) . The sup in (8.9) must have the lower bound ,u( P,). and (8.1 1) follows.
Q.E.D.
D. Asslrmptions on R
As R = O gives v=0. the attainment of a small sensitivity is trivial unless R is constrained. In many problems a target value of the c.1. operator K , , is specified for some nominal value of the plant. By Theorem 7b). the target value can be attained iff it has the form P,R. We therefore make the following assumption. For example, N( PI) is trivial for any nonzero PI in H I ; , because functions analytic and not identically zero in R e ( s ) 2 0 have at most a countable number of Re(s)>O zeros. As R in (8.6 ) is now fixed. c R can be absorbed into the \veighting for some constant A in (0. I] by replacing I ! . I1 n i t h the new seminorm IIC II = A I!CR II r . and similarly for 1). )I ,. Without loss of generality, we can therefore make the following assumption. Assumption 3: R = I . We prefer to absorb R rather than to show it explicitly, as this approach reduces the number of variables and allows sensitivity to be related to weighted invertibility.
E. Minimal Sensitivity
For any PI in 5, and 6>01 the minimal sensitivity to plant perturbations is defined to be v(P,,6)= inf {v(Pl,Q,1;6)) If ll-ll,=ll~ll,, and (Il-llw,II-II,) are aligned, then lim8,,v(P,,6)=p(P,) and, for6=IlP,llr, I I P , I I~I I~, I I~~'~Y ( P , ,~)~~~~I I~.
Proof: v( P I , 6) is a t function of 6 2 0 , as by definition it is a sup over Q in B, of functions which are T by Lemma 8.2. The inequality v ( P , , 6)<q(Pl, 6) is obtained by taking supQEB of both sides of (8.10). It follows by Theorem 5 that lim8,0u(PI,6)<p(P,), and that v ( P 1 , 6 ) G I 1 Z II for 6= II P I II .. If alignment and II . II =It. II , are assumed, then taking the infQ,, of both sides of (8.11) gives the inequality v( P I , S)>p( P I ) , and the conclusion that lims,ov(PI, 6 ) = p ( P l ) follows.
As the operator P =O lies in b(P,, II PI I 1 ,) and, for each Q in B, , IIE(0, P l , Q ) ( -P l ) l l~l l P~l l~l~l l P l l l~l l P l l l~l ; therefore II PI II I 1 PI II r-' G v ( PI, II PI II .).
Q.E.D.
Remark: The ratio II PI lIoll PI IIr-' is a measure of the amount by which the 11. I 1 " norm weighs down the nominal plant. Provided norms are used for which the weighting is not excessive, in fact whenever the ratio exceeds p ( P I ) . Similarly, R ( I + Q P ) = I , so R is the inverse of ( Z + Q P ) in B. The required formula is obtained by multiplying both sidesof theequation(Z+PQ)P=P(I+QP) by(Z+PQ)-l on the left, and by (Z+QP)-' on the right.
b) If P is in R and P -I in B, there is a contradiction:
any F i n B belongs to R as F= PP-IF, so R is not a proper subspace and not a radical. c) Let R ( I + P ) -' and observe that R=Z-PR. By the triangle inequality, I 1 R (I < 1 + II P II II R I 1 and, as II P II < 1, I 1 R 11 <( 1 -11 P It)-'.
Q.E.D. Proof of Proposition 3.5: Since II(Z-PQ)IIII = 1 when Q= 0, the infimum (Y satisfies a < 1. Suppose a# 1; then there is a Q in B, for which Il(I-PQ)IIll a, < 1. It will now be shown that given any c>O, there is a Q, in 5, for which II(I-PQl)IIII<c~ and so the proposition is true. Let n be any integer for which an <E. Now, ( I -PQ)" = I+a,PQ+ . . * +a,,( PQ)" is a polynomial in PQ, in which every term except the first has P as a left factor, and Q in B, as a factor. Therefore, there is a Q, in B, for which the equation ( I -P Q ) " = ( I -P Q , ) holds. Now as IIB is invariant under all operators in 5, we get II(I-PQ,)IIII= I I { ( I -P Q )~} " I I <~~( I -P Q )~~~"~~~< E , as claimed.
APPENDIX I1 UNSTABLE PLANTS: REMARKS
Consider the problem of input-output stabilizing an unstable plant Po in Hz by identity feedback, given that the a priori information about P consists of p( j w ) and the number N+ of Re(s)>O poles of P. By Nyquist's criterion, uncertainty as to N+ translates into uncertainty*' as to the number of unstable poles of (I+Po)-'. N+ must not be underestimated if stability is to be assured. However, it is impossible to be sure that N , has not been underestimated from purely input-output measurements. For example, let si, i= 1,2, . .n, be any finite set of frequencies, and pn2(sI) a set of n measurements of p,,(s) of tolerance E , i.e., I pn2(s,)-po(s)l <e. It is impossible to deduce N , from the measurements, as it is always possible to find a dipole, ( s t a ) ( s + a + 8 ) -' , with 6 > 0 so small that multiplication of p o ( s ) by the dipole changes p0(s,) by less than c, but increases N , by 1. In our particular setting, it appears that input-output stabilization cannot be accomplished using solely input-output data. The implication is that some information concerning internal structure is essential, and that stabilization is not a legitimate problem for a purely input-output theory.
On the other hand, desensitization can be achieved using input-output data. If P is in H,", and p ( t ) satisfies appropriate restrictions on smoothness and convergence to 0 as t -+ c o , then p ( j w ) has a finite modulus of continuity, and 8 can be located in a c-ball of H" by a finite set of measurements [ 141. This is sufficient for the purpose of desensitization, as sensitivity depends continuously on 6 in H" (see Theorems 5 and 7). 
SYNOPSIS
The main results of this paper are the Theorems 1-7. Section 11: Spaces of frequency responses and algebras of input-output mappings are defined. and their relevant properties summarized.
Section 111: A decomposition principle is derived. The disturbance attenuation problem is separated into two independent stages: stabilization, followed by desensitization of a stable system. The second stage is a model reference scheme.
Section Ill': Some constraints on sensitivity norms are displayed. It is shown that the induced operator norm is useless as a measure of sensitivity.
Section IV: The concepts of a weighted seminorm, approximate inverse, and measure of singularity are introduced and illustrated by examples.
Section V: The plant is assumed to be stable and known precisely. Sensitivity is defined. Approximate invertibility is shown to be a necessary and sufficient condition for sensitivity reduction in Theorem 2. and optimal sensitivity is shown to be equal to the measure of singularity. An example of sensitivity minimization is solved in Section V-A. Unstable plants are discussed in Section V-B. Identity and inverting sequences are introduced in Section V-C. and a lemma on products of inserting sequences is proved.
Section VI: Devoted to multivariable systems. In Theorem 3. an optimal sequence of compensators is derived for a plant factorable into a product of nearly invertible and noninvertible factors. Corollary 6.2 specializes this result to a single-input single-output plant with a RHP zero.
Corollary 6.2 gives conditions under which the sensitivity of multivariable systems without RHP zeros can be made arbitrarily small. Theorem 4 shows that sensitivity can never be made small if there are zeros in any heavily weighted part of the RHP. Section VI]: The plant is assumed to lie in a ball of uncertainty around a nominal value. Feedbacks stabilizing over a ball are defined. Optimal sensitivity is shown to be a monotone nondecreasing function of uncertainty in Theorem 5. and various bounds are obtained.
Section VIII: Problem 2 is formulated, again in terms of an equivalence between feedback and model reference schemes, this time subject to a plant invariance property. in Theorem 6. Sensitivity to plant perturbations is defined, bounded. and optimal sensitivity is shown to be a monotone nondecreasing function of plant uncertainty in Theorem 7.
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